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A new environmental design: Sustainable place making in postcolonial
Australia
Emily Potter*
Institute for Citizenship and Globalisation, Deakin University, Burwood, Australia
This paper seeks to expand on environmental design understood in purely
instrumentalist terms. It argues that current environmental emergencies in Australia
and elsewhere are requiring alternative strategies of response, and proposes the terrain
of poetic work as offering new insights in the field of sustainability practice. It draws
upon two place-making projects to advance a theory of environmental design that is
poetically guided.
This paper seeks to expand what is considered to constitute environmental design in a time
of ecological crisis. Such a project is not unprecedented. Within the design community,
dominant modes of environmental design are under increasing challenge for their
complicity in unsustainable paradigms of practice, most notably by Tony Fry, whose
book Design Futuring (2009) articulates some of the concerns that this paper raises.
My argument, however, finds its ground outside the academic discipline and professional
sphere of design. It comes to the question of an expanded environmental design from local
situations of poetic practice, performance and contingent collaboration – ‘materials’ that
conventionally fall outside the techno-scientific orientation of sustainability discourse
more broadly. Despite design’s concern with form and the aesthetic, its rationale and
application are, under modernity, largely instrumental. What is commonly categorized
or self-identified as environmental design sits within this tradition: ‘environmentally
sustainable design’ (ESD), for example, that employs low-impact, renewable materials,
low-emission technologies and promotes energy efficiency; and sustainable planning
strategies focused on minimizing environmental impact through elements such as transit
design, land restoration, or ‘context-appropriate’ architecture.
Of course, policy and design practice go hand in hand: the reigning paradigm of
government response to Australia’s grim environmental circumstances – widespread
drought, soil erosion and creeping salinity, species loss, rising temperatures – is also
overwhelmingly instrumentalist in nature, manifesting in schemes and subsidies to offset
emissions, trade in pollution and water rights, retrofit houses and draw on green energy.
Industry too, either compelled by policy or driven by the market, is investing in a similar
techno-scientific vision of sustainability practice. These activities are routinely marked out
as innovations in sustainable place making – as AndrewMackenzie, editor of Architecture
Review Australia, wrote on the subject: ‘In many ways we have come a long way. The
responsible management of water, energy, building materials, air qualities and a range of
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other factors, are now firmly on the agenda’ (12). While instrumental measures have a role
to play in sustaining environmental futures, any blanket claim to their innovation is
troubling, for it ignores the common perpetuation of an underlying logic amongst such
measures in which places are the passive background to human activity, and in which
techno-scientific development alone holds the key to healthy environments.
This logic runs from Australia’s colonial past to its present, thus implying that history
has a significant role to play in addressing the challenges of environmental change.
However, the focus of the instrumentalist ethos is inevitably the horizon: it is trained
outward, in a straight line, towards future images of place and community. The prevalent
definition of sustainability replicates this temporal focus, defined by the ultimate
consideration of economic growth in the present, ‘without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs’ (United Nations 1987). Environmental design
motivated by this ‘economic imperative’, according to Tony Fry, ‘serves an instrumental
mode of making that brings things into being without knowing what the consequences will
be’ (2009, 26). Thus, despite the attempts of designers, planners and policy makers,
Australian places continue to manifest the rational design of modernity, as they dissuade
from impromptu meetings or protest, regulate movement, exclude marginal voices, and,
importantly, design against entanglements – poetically, materially and affectively.
Consider the linear city grid, and the so-called public spaces of recent inner-urban
developments that provide no shelter or corners of rest or repose, and expose passers-by to
closed-circuit scrutiny – the Docklands in Melbourne is an evident example of this. It is
not just the non-human world that is rationalized but the human too, as places are removed
of material, historic and poetic complexity.
At both macro and micro levels, Australia is marked by designs that cohere in the
assumption that environments proffer the passive materials for human endeavour – even
when it comes to the environment’s own survival. The challenge for environmental design
as a strategy of sustainable place making is to reconceptualize design as more than a
rational technology that serves economic, cultural or environmental ends, but instead as
a way of thinking and a practice of making that is ephemeral as much as material, and is
caught up in ongoing ways in the constitution of our more-than-human worlds.
Specifically, this paper will go on to think about an understanding of environmental design
in which stories matter as much as tools and technologies; it advances a mode of place
making that is poetically guided.
Stories and places
An alternative approach to place making, as a mode of environmental design, is one that, in
a sense, works backwards, finding its logic for practice in what is excluded, marginalized
or forgotten in an instrumentalist approach to communities and environments. This is not,
in itself, a ‘green’ political project concerned with remedying the damage done by
inappropriate environmental visions. Rather, it points to a mismatch between dominant
environmental practice and the conditions of a lively ecology, with resulting consequences
of social and environmental distress. And, unlike the discourse of environmental
remediation that begins with the questions ‘what must we do, and how can we do it?’ the
approach to place making that I go on to discuss begins, instead, by asking ‘what has been
forgotten? How can we recall the multiplicity of things, including different histories of
place making, in the present?’
These insights emerged during the process of collaborating on a three-year study of the
creative work of the cultural theorist and public artist Paul Carter. This project employed
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a creative research method to examine the participation of poetic practice – narrative,
performance and creative installation – in place making. Creative research is a
methodology that integrates theory and practice: it understands creative work as a means
of scholarly inquiry in and of itself. It has been described by Carter as a mode of ‘material
thinking’ (2004) because it is a materially oriented exercise on two levels: it is a research
process that generates materials for real-world creative projects; and it is a method
of experimenting with, or producing, knowledge through the material practices of
creativity – of doing, of collaborating, and of making.
Creative research speaks to a divide between creative praxis and theory in hermeneutic
traditions. Such a divide sets up parameters for knowledge-gathering that inevitably lose
or exclude the stuff of process. The traditional exegesis model that appends academic
analysis to the production of creative works presupposes that the ‘meaning’ of the work –
the knowledge that we draw from it – occurs after the fact of its production. This view
holds that we uncover the wisdom of the work by bringing our theoretical tools to bear on
it. Similarly, in traditional design practice community consultation procedures are seen to
precede the design work itself. Moreover, consultation is frequently limited to highly
structured, verbally based processes of engagement, with the designers firmly identified
against the public with which they consult (Carter 2004; Barrett and Bolt 2007). These
conventions exclude the participation of many other forms of knowledge, and other forms
of making. Inevitably, the same kinds of places – and the stories they tell and political
potentialities they enable – are perpetuated.
The creative research approach, on the other hand, asserts that we come to knowledge
by elucidating the various processes of conceptualization, experimentation and
production, and what emerges from these. This means that, by necessity, an expanded
concept of ‘data’ – of what counts in the design process – is harnessed, expanding also the
range of potential views, stories, knowledge and participants that feed into the final work.
Creative research offers a version of ‘radical empiricism’ reminiscent of its description by
Alfred North Whitehead and William James, in which, as Stephen Muecke describes, ‘no
factual relations can be excluded from the research setting’ (2008, 123). Here, all
elements, atmospheres and encounters in the research process are of interest and effect. In
the context of an exercise in historical re-collection, these become forms of more-than-
material heritage, accessed through processes of thick description that acknowledge their
incompleteness and constant constitution. Ross Gibson describes the necessity of
developing such modes of historiography, arguing that ‘the conditions of living and
working in an aftermath-culture such as Australia are such that a great deal of the vital
evidence is either missing or non-textual and the evidence that we do have is often partial,
broken or obscured by denials’ (2008, 186).
Carter’s place-making projects are informed by the concept of ‘spatial history’ that he
developed in his early study The Road to Botany Bay (1988): this is the idea that the past is
notated in the making of places; they are poetically produced via a history of arrivals,
meetings, work and narration. This poetic understanding of place does not deny place’s
materiality. Instead, it registers the legends, names, narratives and built forms that accrue
in a place as poetic technologies and materialize how and where we live, and give shape to
what we see and know. As modes of story these are traces of presence; they have a spatio-
temporal dimension and are worldly in their emergence and effect, indicating and enabling
happenings, encounters and the connections between things. There is a commonality, for
example, between the constructed spaces of urban centres, the dry, fenced-in paddocks of
regional Australia, and the drift of sand dunes, temporarily marked with the criss-cross of
animal tracks – they are all poetic in some way, they all narrate relations in place.
Continuum: Journal of Media & Cultural Studies 699
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However, there is a hierarchy of story in our public life, with the dominance of certain
‘official’ narratives overseeing the exclusion of others, often more ephemeral, transient,
and politically or socially disempowered. In Australia, these official stories are so familiar
to us that we may not register them as such (a land of golden soil and wealth for toil is one),
and manifest in a range of materialized designs and practices. From their arrival, non-
Indigenous Australians began to narrate this country through a European environmental
vision that established forms of agriculture, redirected the flow of rivers, cleared the land,
and set up industries of mineral extraction. This narrative of human command over the
non-human world, and its attendant cultures, economies and polities has its genealogical
roots in Descartes and other philosophers of the Western tradition, brought with settlers
from their Northern hemisphere homes.
Inevitably the dominance of this vision depended upon a forgetting of what was
already there – Aboriginal stories, gathering places and environments. A complex pre-
and postcolonial history of arrivals, departures and meetings sits as a shadow poetic
ecology behind what Carter calls the ‘white myth of nation-making’. This official story, he
writes, ‘symbolically excludes anyone who arrived too late to be part of the (nation’s)
foundations’. Discourses of reconciliation and multiculturalism are rendered peripheral to
these origins – while they are incorporated into a national story, they perform marginality
and in a linear account are recent appearances on the evolutionary path of nation while its
‘foundations’ remain well in the colonial past. Carter continues: ‘The inability of our
culture to imagine, let alone commemorate, the presence here of other landscapes,
communities and cultures, is not due to a lack imagination, or the effect of a collective
memory lapse: it is due to a discursive inadequacy . . . ’ (2007, 7).
The motivation behind Carter’s interventions into the field of place making is the
notion that unsustainable places labour under the imposition of a dominant place-story that
obscures a messy multi-voiced history of tracks, encounters and happenings in favour of a
forward-looking and mono-vocal present. This approach offers an expansion of what
counts as sustainability, not necessarily tied to conventional environmental agendas, and
one that puts our relation to the past firmly at issue. Unsustainable places fail because they
do not invite conversation or engagement between individuals and communities, or
between humans and the non-human world: they refuse or regulate ongoing creativity, and
dissuade from active remembering, or ongoing encounters between the past and present.
Designs that fail to poetically engage with their environments fall into this trap, closing off
from the histories that intersect in that place, and imagining their foundations as clean and
bare. This is a concern for not only the most functional of designs (car parks, bridges, or
streetscapes, for example), but more particularly for designs that actively seek some form
of historical representation or community making and yet pay only selective attention to
the histories of human and non-human activity that precede their design – as many public
monuments attest.
To reconfigure sustainability as something not generated from ‘outside’ a place and
put to work within it but instead as related to the resources already present, is to move
away from this practice. Importantly, Carter’s work does not involve a rejection of settler
culture in Australia, or a fetishization of pre-colonial indigeneity. His interest lies in
recovering the forgotten histories of alternative place-making practices within non-
Indigenous Australian culture or Western culture more broadly, as well as those belonging
to Indigenous culture: forgotten because they are unassimilable to dominant national,
epistemological and ontological narratives. It is not the incapacity of Western traditions to
enable different modes of living and making place that is at issue; rather, it is their frequent
failure to recognize or value emergent forms of more sustainable design.
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An example of this from regional Australia, where the material realities of faltering
place-stories are mounting, emerged in a trip that Carter and I made to Tallangatta in the
Snowy River Country of north-east Victoria. We had been invited up to take part in a
community drought forum, and our host, Craig, from the local council, set the scene for us
with sad stories of community distress. One of his particular concerns was the
dispossession of cross-generational farming families from their land. He understood this as
a rupture with history that played a major role in social suffering, and wrote to me
accordingly, expressing his belief that the loss of properties is a significant contributor to
rates of depression and suicide in farming communities.
Craig’s feeling that history has a large part to play in social well-being is instructive.
This is a question of stories, and what Craig suggests is that the suffering of the present is
partly predicated on a disconnection from the past. The predilection in our culture for
place-making strategies that only look forward is part of the same phenomenon: that of a
future imagined without reference to the stories of the past. While the situation Craig
describes is undeniably moving, it also reflects the perpetuation of a single, unsustaining
place-story that, even as it falters, finds its reinvestment for the simple reason that
alternative place-stories are given no space for emergence in the verbal and material
terrain of dominant discourse.
We knew that Craig’s stories of depression amongst farmers were not the only stories
of horror in this place. But these are not so readily spoken of. When we arrived in
Tallangatta I asked Craig about Aboriginal communities in the region. There is little
Aboriginal presence around here, he said. This area was the site of several Aboriginal
massacres in the nineteenth century, but he didn’t know the details. This was the only
reference made to Indigenous history during our time in Tallangatta: beyond this was
silence. Craig’s reflections on the loss of place are poignant, but they neglect the fact that
while the ties of the generational farming families to their land are no doubt strengthened
by the family bones buried on their property, there is a history here that precedes this.
There are other bones that lie beneath the ground that a single story of the land, framed
around non-Indigenous genealogies and narratives of endurance, cannot account for.
These other histories need recalling if the distress of contemporary generations, in places
that are no longer sustainable, is to be ameliorated.
Mythopoetic method
Since the late 1980s Carter has been creating works that articulate a connection between
storytelling and place making. These have ranged over soundscape and dramaturgy, to
museum installations and radio pieces, and, in more recent years, installation-based works
of public art and environmental design. Carter’s work rejects the relegation of art – or
poetic practice – to the sidelines of place making. His landscape designs and public art
pieces are integrated into the design program; they do the work of making public space and
take on the political agendas of the project at large. His work at Federation Square in
Melbourne, titled Nearamnew, constitutes the floor of the entire plaza. In 7500 square
metres of Kimberley sandstone, rendered in dispersed text and sculptural forms, this
artwork is a literal ground on which Melbourne’s publics emerge and renew. It is also a
design that takes shape in and through the many and unfinished stories of that place.
This method for design is mythopoetic (Carter 2004, 7) – a technique of storytelling
that employs ‘poetic wisdom’ (8), working through emergent and incremental non-linear
associations and connections between things that can be drawn together to produce
something new. What is produced is never the final word, and is never complete,
Continuum: Journal of Media & Cultural Studies 701
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for nothing can be smoothly extracted from its historical ecology. Rather, the beginning
point of mythopoetic practice is an understanding that while prior presences cannot be
captured, they can be partially recollected through what makes itself known during
processes of creative practice and exploration, in a multi-faceted engagement with the site
as a material and immaterial assemblage of human and non-human presences and traces.
The method is to invent from what is already there, and what has been excluded from or
fallen through the margins of an official historical record: mythopoesis suggests new ways
of remembering that offer designs for the future. It is a process of generating materials that
are of this place.
Poetic practice at work: Golden Grove and Mallee
Two creative projects elaborate Carter’s mythopoetic process in action. The first, Golden
Grove, arose out of a commission by the University of Sydney to redevelop a badly
functioning public space in the Darlington Campus. The university administration wanted
to improve the safety, communality, and aesthetics of the Darlington Campus which was
particularly proving an issue for women walking alone at night. The site was sparsely lit,
and generally uninviting. It was not a place for the university community to gather but to
pass through as quickly as possible.
With landscape architects Taylor, Cullity, Lethlean, Carter developed Golden Grove,
an artwork integrated into a walkway and public domain. The name Golden Grove is a
composite story, re-collected from the site, which gives poetic guidance to the design.
During his research, Carter found that several storylines and temporalities intersected in
this name: ‘Golden Grove’ was an early settler title for the site; this is remembered in a
nearby street with the same name. It also recalls the indigenous flowering wattle trees –
golden in colour – and the tributaries of the Blackwattle creek, which have a significant
role in local Aboriginal women’s custom. ‘Golden Grove’ is a moniker for the star
constellation of the Pleiades, also associated with women’s wisdom, and significant across
cultures around the world. A wealth of stories, times and places come together under their
poetic light. And the Pleiades light is significant, illuminating the skies and ushering
travellers on their way.
In Stage One, the walkway component of Golden Grove, an elevated boardwalk is
illuminated from below by light constellations, cut into the timber. Along its edge, vertical
blades provide additional illumination at night, and are inscribed with poetic texts that
bring together histories from the site and from the stars – a poetic reconciliation of earth
and sky that, in Western culture, are traditionally divided with the earth representing pre-
civilization and the sky, the future-oriented, civilizing trajectory of human kind.
Other histories recalled here are of the working-class inner-city dwellers who lost their
homes when the university claimed and cleared the east side of City Road; the children
who were schooled on the site in the nineteenth century; the women students and staff
through the history of the university whose stories the official narratives of learning and
prestige find difficult to accommodate, and the hidden ecologies of the place – the
wetlands that were built over when the campus was constructed, the birds, fish and insects
that were lost, and the local rise and fall of the land that the 1960s architecture imposed
itself upon and imagined as flattened out.
None of these stories were ‘lost’ – in books, in memories, in archives, in environments,
they endure. But what theywere erased fromwas the dominant place-story, an architecturally
materialized and culturally enabled silence of a history of meetings, where storylines cross
over and differences mingle. The one story instead, of an institution that produced culturally
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privileged and endorsed figures of achievement – an institution firmly informed by Cartesian
logic – was the story that gave shape to the place, and it suffered for it. In response, Golden
Grove recalls other histories through a fragile weave of poetic associations, fragile because
they are not fixed. They conjure up real anecdotes – the ephemera of life, the trace of fleeting
or secret things that are no less real for their immateriality. These have a discursive force and
generative power that ‘complete’ histories can never have, because they are still unfolding
andmakingmeaning. They are still connecting to us.What the work does is to animate and to
materialize these connections that mean we must narrate our lives differently.
Stage Two of the project, the public domain, comprises a large ground design and light
installation that maps out new pathways and sitting places in a site that was relatively bare
and unwelcoming, and that encircles a reconstituted wetland area. Text, this time arcing
across the ground, is an integral part of the design’s poetics. But it is not just legible
notations that Carter employs to resuscitate something lying latent – while text, image and
organic materials (including water, in this instance) figure prominently in his work, the
illegible forms of design – patterns, grooves, marks, inscriptions – that he employs also
tell a story of what else is here: the traces of movement, histories of exchange, of
something happening that doesn’t claim public view or voice, but in a choreography with
the people who walk through and touch their texture, generate a space of a public: open
and discursive and always composing.
The second project,Mallee, is a very different place-making exercise toGolden Grove.
Unlike the latter, it is performance based and ephemeral, though it has a similar ambition
to draw together into public discourse the forgotten pieces of the past: to work with the
constellated nature of place as a design strategy. Centred, as the name indicates, on the
Mallee country of south-eastern Australia, this project was not commissioned. It was self-
initiated, but collectively so, arising out of conversations and a mutual interest held by a
group of Melbourne- and Adelaide-based artists in the history and future of this semi-arid
country. Despite the unsuitability of the Mallee environment for agricultural industry, it
was heavily cleared in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries for just this purpose and has
been persistently prone to dust storms and lengthy periods of drought. Soil erosion and
rising salinity are widespread, and now climate change is registering its impact in rising
temperatures across the Mallee.
As is usual in our culture, the solution to the Mallee’s ills are commonly seen to lie in
new and better technologies, and more appropriate strategies of land management.
Mallee’s approach, in contrast, is to find a new kind of human footing in the Mallee, a
different relation with place that instates dynamism at the heart of stories and
environments. This program is not pedagogic. While it is a response to the dire situation of
the Mallee environment, Mallee does not set out to instruct in or inspire environmentally
sustainable behaviours. Rather, its ambit is to elucidate the creative processes by which
places come into being, and in the process to recollect and perform a history of
interweaving presences and actions that suggest a different Mallee to the one that emerges
in instrumentalist discourse. Through collaborative modes of storytelling the program
works to generate new creative forms out of their encounters with, and re-narration of, this
environment. The artists’ interest lies not in imagining the Mallee as it should be but,
through remembering, as it might become.
The program is dispersed and still in progress, with its point of conclusion not yet
certain. Its beginnings are indefinite too. Core participants in the project – visual artist
John Wolseley, photographer Harry Nankin and sound producer Christopher Williams –
had all collaborated with Carter at other times; while threads from Carter’s work over the
last 20 or so years feed into the rationale for Mallee – its interest in repressed spatial
Continuum: Journal of Media & Cultural Studies 703
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histories and the colonial politics of north-western Victoria. Carter’s early radio piece
What is Your Name? (1986) draws on Indigenous word lists from this region, compiled in
the nineteenth century, to perform the violence and possibilities that emerge from cross-
cultural mishearing. In 2007 three other artists – dancers Siobhan Murphy and Michaela
Pegum, and filmmaker Nassiem Valamanesh – were invited to joinMallee with a view to
travelling into this country together and, through undertaking some preliminary and
experimental creative investigations together, seeing what would unfold.
A four-day camp at Lake Tyrrell in April 2007, which followed several incremental
visits by different members of the group to southern Mallee areas, provided the initial
context for the continuing collaboration. The Lake, large, saline and environmentally
beleaguered, is near the small township of Sea Lake and has become a focus of the project.
It is one of the few places in Australia where non-Indigenous Australians are invited to
engage with Indigenous astronomical knowledge. AWergaia bark etching from the 1860s,
acquired by William Stanbridge – the first owner of Tyrrell Downs station – and now in
the National Gallery of Victoria, depicts the turbulence of a flooded Lake Tyrrell and what
appears to be sky patterns and representations of star lore surrounding its edges. It is this
image of Lake Tyrrell, captured in the bark etching, on which Paul Carter based
Nearamnew, the work that forms the ground design of Federation Square. There is a
memory of the old Mallee ecology in the heart of the city’s CBD.
Nankin’s photographic project at the Lake intends to tell the story of an earth/sky
connection, which, according to Nankin, has been lost to the instrumentalization of our
environment. He plans to do this by capturing images of the stars through exposure by their
own light: he will do this by laying glass plates on the surface of the lake (as a focal plane,
like the back of a camera) to create images that convey the motility and aliveness of the
world. This is also a project of cultural reconciliation, pointing to the stars – and their
significance in Wergaia culture – as a potential ground for non-Indigenous Australians to
connect with the earlier inhabitants of this country. Nankin conducted the first of his starlight
plate exposures at Lake Tyrrell in December 2007, the first of five subsequent exposure
sessions. Nankin’s project has focused on capturing the stars; his images so far reveal a
complex ecology of insects and other creatures, moving across the surface of his
photographic plates. The Lake Tyrrell camp gave Nankin the opportunity to work with
Murphy and Pegum: the dancers improvised movements across the surface of photographic
film leaving imprints of feet and hands that could then be exposed by starlight.
Carter’s inspiration in the project is the poet John Shaw Neilson (1872–1942), who
lived and worked in the Mallee for most of his life. Neilson connects the project to the
Wimmera country of South Australia: he was born there, and carried the memories of his
early years spent amongst the wetland areas near Penola (wetlands that have now all but
gone) into his poetry composed later in life. Shaw Neilson is best known as a lyric poet
who lived a hard life struggling through a series of failed farming ventures. In the years of
the early twentieth century, he farmed a series of selections around the Mallee. All these
endeavours met with disaster in the form of mice plague, dust storms and drought. In order
to draw an income, Shaw Neilson took on labouring work, and spent many years employed
in various measures, again, across the Mallee – usually land clearing, fencing, or laying
telegraph lines.
Yet the poetry that Shaw Neilson wrote offers a different story of the Mallee from the
one he participated in during the day. His poetry regenerated in words what the activities
of his labour erased; it offers an alternative history of environment/human relations in that
country. Shaw Neilson’s words convey the non-picturesque creativity of the Mallee
ecology that is sensuous, auditory and rhythmic. His gaze is up close, on the ‘scribble’
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of the bush: it is engaged with a place that is full of the capacity for transformation and
entanglement – not terminal or static, but alive and always on the cusp of change.1 Shaw
Neilson voiced the recognition that clearances were destroying the Mallee environment
and his poems were sometimes annotated with explicit remarks on this, even while his
physical work rendered him complicit in sustaining unsustainable place-myths. Carter has
sought to retrace and perform the discursive rhythms that he finds in Shaw Neilson’s
poems. He is using words, sound, as well as tread, to do so, and has worked with Williams
and Valamanesh to record his readings and rhythmic notations of Shaw Neilson’s poetry at
Lake Tyrrell. Williams and Carter are currently producing a radio piece based on their
Mallee work together.
Wolseley is also drawn to Neilson; he has been documenting the micro-ecology of the
Mallee, especially the ecological zones that have sprung up in the decaying and twisted
fencelines lying around the Mallee, where seeds blown by the wind settle and are protected
as they germinate. His interest lies too in the fire ecology of the Mallee – the innate
capacity of this region for regeneration, and the importance of destruction by fire in the
ongoing life of this environment. Wolseley has been exploring this through a series of
frottage works that involve the ‘writing’ of charcoaled bush onto paper, bodies and other
surfaces. Some of his work undertaken at the camp has been subsequently exhibited in
Swan Hill, in the Mallee, as well as Sydney and Melbourne.
Mallee is thus an open-ended, relational structure of both people and non-human
agents that assembles a range of interests and stories around the concern of a drought-
stricken Mallee. As the project has evolved, as its artists and writers have worked in the
place and talked to people, a shifting range of participants has come and gone, establishing
new relationships and thus the potential for ever-evolving stories. Seeking to establish the
discursive conditions of sustainable place, Mallee’s practices face outwards: they are
always open to arrivals and departures and find form in contingent gatherings. What
renders this project different from arts-based strategies of community building and social
planning – where the ‘outside’ artist arrives to ‘work in’ the community in remedial
ways – is thatMallee has never intended to fill a gap in local amenities. This is because its
intention is to give voice to what is already there. These are stories of the past, like those
indicated above, but they are also stories of the present moment; the creative communities
and resources that constellate around the Mallee.
The other provisional participants in Mallee – provisional because their relation to the
project is temporal and unpredictable – are local historians, local interest groups,
environment workers, business representatives, community representatives, other artistic
communities, farmers, and other people who live in and know the land – and, of course,
the land itself, the material heritage that shapes the environment, the technology, the
infrastructure, the non-human life and the weathers, inclines and ground of this place.
Mallee has also sought out and brought into its conversation artists and historians from
other areas of regional Victoria, curators in Mildura and Melbourne, and interested or
curious people from a wide range of locations. Importantly, many of these are local people
from Sea Lake and the broader Mallee community. The Lake Tyrrell camp established a
temporary space where these collaborations could develop. The group stayed on the land
of Sea Lake farmer Peter Stewart, also a local historian with a rich understanding of the
Mallee environment that he shared with the artists. He joined the camp periodically for
dinner and conversations, as did Anthony Finch, a local bird-watcher who knew the Lake’s
ecologically well, and tookWolseley, Nankin and Carter out to various locations of special
significance to him. Drawing upon his knowledge of weather trends and light
levels, Finch offered Nankin advice on the most appropriate site for his star photography.
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Finch has subsequently participated in every one of Nankin’s exposure sessions at the
Lake. During the 2007 camp, Finch’s parents also joined the group for dinner, as did the
artist Neil Fettling, who drove down in his van from Mildura and joined in the discussions
throughout the evening.
New design futures
HowMallee concludes is of less importance than its process – the negotiations, shifts and
movements that continually redefine the shape of the project, while still productive of the
happenings, tensions and ethical shifts that, according to a creative research logic, afford
insight into the nature of place, community and collaborative practice. Always remaining
open to these unpredictable relations, the stories thatMallee generates as re-collection are
inherently multi-voiced and unfinished. The spreading networks of Mallee through and
beyond a particular locality register the challenge of sustainable place as one that is also
played out regionally and globally. What does it mean to have Lake Tyrrell recalled in the
ground-design of Federation Square, whenever one of the thousands who pass by daily
walks across it? This mythic connection waits like a possibility to be activated in the heart
of the city. The radical empiricism of creative research produces a hidden geography of
relations that conceal an alternative history of place making, exceeding the limits of
instrumentalist accounting. This geography is always local and cannot be replicated – it
emerges from temporal arrangements of encounter and affect. But it is also, always, a
geography given shape by its relations with elsewhere.
By attending to the real relations of a local situation, ‘Mallee’ enrols a shifting array of
actors and affects – its artists, researchers, communities, environments, climates,
histories, visitors and dissidents, not all of whom necessarily gather at the same place and
time – all active in the project of place-making and historical re-collection. In this
methodology, even if something doesn’t ‘fit’ or make ‘sense’, it still counts in a
continually composing account of ‘what happened’ – a version, as Muecke describes, of
‘speculative realism’ (2008, 173). Mythopoetic design practice challenges how we
understand the production of knowledge as much as it does the production of place.
Indeed, the two are entwined. It is in the processes of making that knowledge emerges.
Mallee and Golden Grove instate collaborative storytelling as the precondition for
sustaining environments and communities. They re-imagine our footprints in place as
dynamic and revocable – they are footsteps instead, part of an ethical dance in which
relations of responsibility and openness to others are produced. These works embed this
relational dynamic in poetic practice: their insistence that storytelling participates in the
material making of the world is a two-fold recognition of the import of poetic structures that
carry a vision of interconnectivity across space, time, community or species. The import of
such a vision is high. We know this because the environmental challenges facing us –
drought and climate change especially – have shown us the complex ways in which human
and non-human life, and the places in which these entangle, are implicated in the other.
Treading feet on the salty surface of Lake Tyrrell and the passing footsteps over the
poetic rendering of the Lake in stone, on the surface of Federation Square, both constitute
the place-story and the environmental future of the Mallee. A poetic logic informed by the
open-ended and non-linear emergences, entanglements and transformations of ecology
inspires both a research method and an ambition. In these relations, new geographies of
connectivity are materialized. The mobility of forces and effects illuminated by climate
change – or by the appearance of Lake Tyrrell in the heart of Melbourne – challenge us to
reconsider what it means to take care of something that is simultaneously close and distant.
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Remembering environmental stories as a design for the future situates poetic practice as a
vital component of environmental design that pursues sustaining and sustainable places.
The recollection of what an instrumentalist approach to sustainability practice cannot
account for offers a way to re-narrate places that symbolically or physically delimit
encounter and alienate difference as part of their composition, and is a political as much as
poetic process. As sustainability rhetoric continues to abound while our logic of place
making remains the same, the time is ripe and indeed pressing for a reappraisal of what it
means to design sustainable environments.
Note
1. These observations come from Carter’s analysis, recorded in conversation with Mallee
collaborators, Whipstick Forest, 4 March 2007.
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